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"The wages of labour vary according to the small or great trust which must be reposed with
the workman. The wages of goldsmiths and jewellers are everywhere superior to those of
many other workmen, not only of equal, but of much superior ingenuity, on account of the
precious metals with which they are entrusted. We trust our health to the physician; our
fortune and sometimes our life and reputation to the lawyer and attorney. Such confidence
could not safely be reposed in people of a very mean or low condition"
Adam Smith, An Inquiry into the Nature and Causes of the Wealth of Nations, p105.

1. Introduction

The regulation of financial services is normally associated with banks. Banks transform
short-term deposits into long-term loans. This leaves them exposed to withdrawals that
necessitate the premature liquidation of long-term assets. If the net realizable value of
assets falls below deposits, then banks are unable to service withdrawals in full and
insolvency may result. Perceiving this risk, investors may be induced to withdraw their
deposits from financially sound banks in anticipation of similar behaviour by others.
Investment decisions by investors can therefore impinge on others and banks are prone to
runs (Diamond and Dybvig (1984)). Furthermore, if a run on one bank can prompt a run
elsewhere then there is a risk of contagion. In particular, if the ability of other banks to
launch rescues of troubled banks is dependent on their own financial condition then
investors may correctly infer information about the soundness of the financial system from
bank failures (see Aghion, Bolton and Dewatripont (1988)). There are therefore
externalities between investors and between institutions that justify regulation.

Systemic risks are not in general a feature of other financial institutions. Investment
managers such as mutual funds and private client investment businesses do not usually offer
debt contracts that guarantee particular rates of return. Instead, they act as agents for
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investors who delegate portfolio selection and administration to an investment manager.
Likewise, brokers merely effect transactions on behalf of others. In neither case are there
similar externalities between investors to those that exist in banks. Furthermore, financial
collapse is less contagious in some segments of the financial sector than in banks. There is
little reason why the failure of one investment manager should have repercussions
elsewhere particularly if portfolios under management can be transferred at low cost from
one manager to another (see Franks and Mayer (1989)). In the case of brokers and market
makers, failure can be of wider significance since client assets are closely associated with
those of the firm. The collapse of a counterparty to a financial transaction can endanger
others. There is therefore stronger justification for protection against systemic failure in
brokers and dealers than in investment managers but in neither case is it as compelling as it
is in banks.

What then is the rationale for the elaborate systems of regulation of non-bank financial
institutions that exist in many countries? The market failure that is most commonly
associated with non-bank financial institutions is imperfect information on the part of
investors. It is costly for investors to establish the quality of firms offering financial
services and, in the presence of a large number of small investors, there will be free-riding
in the collection of information. As a consequence, there will be poor discrimination
between low and high quality firms and prices charged for financial services will reflect
some perceived average quality of financial institutions as a whole. This price may not
provide high quality firms with adequate compensation for the expensive services that they
provide and the average quality of financial institutions may therefore decline. In addition,
firms may choose to provide lower quality services than recognized by consumers. There
are, therefore, problems of adverse selection (Akerlof (1970)) and moral hazard.

In the context of financial institutions, poor quality can be associated with negligence,
incompetence or dishonesty in the provision of services. Firms may have poor systems for
managing client accounts or they may transact with low quality brokers and dealers. In
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addition, there may be high incidence of employee fraud or, still more seriously, the firm
may have been set-up to defraud clients.

Most financial regulation outside of banks is concerned with investor protection and not the
prevention of systemic failure. In this regard, the regulation of non-bank financial
institutions has greater affinity to the regulation of the professions than banks. The
regulation of accountants, doctors and lawyers is usually discussed in relation to imperfect
information (Shaked and Sutton (1980) and Shapiro (1986)). As a consequence, the form
that regulation of non-bank financial institutions takes may be expected to be very different
from that of banks.

The approach that different countries take to the regulation of financial services varies
appreciably. In the U.K., until 1986, the regulation of non-banks was very rudimentary.
The principle statute governing securities investments was the Prevention of Fraud
(Investments) Act of 1958. With some exceptions, this required dealers in securities to be
licensed and to be subject to certain rules regarding the way in which they conducted their
business. However, the Act did not address broader questions concerning competence
rather than honesty and following the collapse of several investment businesses at the end
of the 1970s and the beginning of the 1980s, a comprehensive system of legislation was
introduced (the Financial Services Act (1986)). This requires those who wish to establish
an investment business to be screened and to be subject to rules regarding their conduct of
business, the holding of clients' funds and their financial reserves.

In the US, the Securities and Exchange Commission is responsible for most protection of
investors in non-banks. In the case of investment managers, there is little attempt to screen
individuals or to require them to hold capital. Instead, most emphasis is placed on the
monitoring of firms and the punishment of fraud. Brokers and dealers are required to hold
capital but even here the primary concern is with detection and correction of fraud rather
than prevention of incompetence.
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The regulation of financial services on the Continent of Europe is a product of the close
association of the provision of financial services with banks. This is most starkly
exemplified by Germany where any institution involved in the managing or handling of
securities is classified as a bank even if it is acting in a purely agency capacity. Financial
institutions in general are therefore subject to the onerous regulation of banks irrespective
of the nature of the services that they provide. This regulation includes capital
requirements, rules governing the conduct of business, as well as initial screening of
agents.

There is one other important difference in financial services regulation between countries.
In the UK financial regulation is a distinctive blend of statutory and self-regulation. The
Financial Services Act (FSA) established a supervisory body known as the Securities and
Investments Board (SIB) which formulated a set of rules regarding the conduct and
operation of investment businesses. However, unlike most regulators, the SIB does not in
general regulate businesses itself. Instead, it delegates this function to a group of five SelfRegulating Organisations (SROs) that comprise members from different parts of the
investment business. The power of the SROs derives from their ability to sanction and
ultimately expel members. The significance of this stems from the fact that under the FSA,
membership of an SRO or direct certification by the SIB is required of all investment
businesses.' However, unlike other countries the SROs regulatory rules are not enshrined
in statute and, the SROs themselves, not some agency of government, are responsible for
their enforcement.

The advantage of self-regulation is perceived to be a greater degree of flexibility in the
formulation and enforcement of rules than statutory regulation permits. Flexibility has
been regarded as an important characteristic of the regulation of an industry in which there
Members of certain professional organizations (such as accountants) and firms
authorized under the Insurance Companies or Friendly Societies Acts are exempted.
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has been rapid product innovation. On the other hand, there is concern that self-regulation
does not provide adequate investor protection. The SROs may be prone to regulatory
capture by their members and may not in any event have had adequate powers conferred
upon them.

The appropriate design and implementation of financial regulation is of particular concern
to European countries that at present employ very different forms of regulation. The
European Commission is currently trying to establish common minimum standards of
regulation of financial services. These will involve the imposition of statutory
requirements that are sometimes widely divergent from existing regulations in force in
member states. For example, current proposals do not require investment businesses that
merely provide advice to hold capital. All other firms do: 50,000 ECUs if they do not
handle clients' monies, 100,000 ECUs if they do, and 500,000 ECUs if they take positions
on their own account. That compares with a minimum absolute capital requirement on
investment managers in the UK of £5,000.

This paper is an examination of the regulation of financial services. It is concerned with
the appropriate design and implementation of regulation. Section 2 examines the market
failures that can arise in the provision of financial services. It reviews the existing
literature on imperfect information and the regulation of the professions and examines the
role of reputation in limiting abuses associated with imperfect information.

In Section 3, a model of the regulation of financial services is presented. This model is
used to analyse the design of a regulatory framework for financial services. It contrasts
capital requirements and the imposition of penalties as methods of discouraging abuse of
investors by investment businesses. In section 4, the implementation of regulation is
examined. Statutory legislation is contrasted with the self-regulatory organizations in
which a desire on the part of members of the organization to maintain the value of invested
capital encourages expulsion of deviant firms and restrictions on entry of new firms.
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Section 5 uses the analysis of Sections 3 and 4 to evaluate different regulatory systems and
recent proposals from the European Commission. In particular, it considers the role of
self-regulation in providing investor protection.

Section 6 concludes the article.
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2. Moral Hazard and Adverse Selection with Respect to Product Quality

The economics literature distinguishes between three classes of goods: "search goods"
whose quality can be ascertained in advance of purchase, "experience goods" whose quality
can only be determined after purchase and "credence goods" whose quality may never be
established (see Nelson (1970) and Darby and Karni (1973)). Examples of search goods
are consumer durables, such as clothes and furniture; examples of experience goods are
such non-durables as wine and tobacco; and examples of credence goods are the quality of
advice that a consumer receives regarding the timing of a car repair or a surgical operation.
Evaluation of such advice may involve answering counterfactuals of the form of what
would have happened if the advice had not been taken.

By their very nature financial services involve investments whose quality cannot be
evaluated ex

ante.

At the very least, financial services therefore constitute experience

rather than search goods. However, even

ex post

it may not be possible to establish

whether a high quality service was provided. There are two reasons for this. First, it is
difficult to evaluate financial performance. Performance measures are sensitive to the
benchmark against which they are compared. For example, risk premia on portfolios
depend on the chosen asset pricing model, the securities that are included in benchmark
portfolios and the period over which risk is computed. Secondly, investors will typically
not be able to disentangle the effects of bad luck on the one hand and incompetence,
negligence or dishonesty on the other on portfolio performance. A high return may be
earned from a lucky, dishonest firm and a low return from a competent, honest but unlucky
firm. Financial services may therefore be best classified as credence goods.

The implication of financial services being experience or credence goods is that investors
are susceptible to risks of adverse selection and moral hazard. The dishonest and
incompetent can pose as the honest and competent; the negligent cannot be distinguished
from the conscientious. As a consequence, as Leland (1979) demonstrates, markets with
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informational asymmetries supply suboptimal quality levels. The prices that suppliers
receive reflect average, not marginal, levels of quality offered in the market. Thus, so
long as average quality exceeds marginal, there is an incentive for entry to occur which
further depresses the average level of quality supplied.

Leland argues that this justifies regulation that imposes minimum standards. However, if
regulation is set by the professions, Shaked and Sutton (1980) demonstrate that they have
incentives to impose barriers to the entry of new members. Rents thereby accrue to
existing members at the expense of consumers. Allowing for quality choices by the agents,
Shapiro (1986) shows that licensing of professionals through the implementation of a
minimum level of human capital investment leads to excessive training by providers of low
quality. This is to the benefit of consumers seeking high quality services but to the
detriment of those who wish to purchase low quality services at a low price. By contrast,
where certification is used as a method of regulating entry, high quality sellers undertake
excessive training to signal their quality. This raises the price of high quality services.

In seeking to correct distortions, regulation may therefore curtail competition, limit the
range of quality offered to consumers and modify the trade-off between quality and price.
Instead of regulation, reliance may be placed on mechanisms which provide information on
quality and discourage deceptive supply of low quality. Guarantees will diminish
uncertainty consumers face about product quality and reduce returns that firms earn from
deceptively producing low quality. But guarantees are only effective if they can be
enforced and where there is a risk of bankruptcy their value is limited.

Incentives may be improved by repeat purchases. Firstly, adverse selection may be
diminished if high quality firms are able to distinguish themselves from low quality firms
by initially charging low prices and it is not in the interests of low quality firms to mimic
them (Nelson (1970)). Secondly, moral hazard will be reduced if firms wish to establish
reputations for providing high quality services.
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Two mechanisms for establishing reputations have been suggested. Shapiro (1983)
describes a model in which high quality firms identify themselves by initially selling their
products below cost. Consumers repeat purchases while quality is maintained and firms
continue to provide high quality so long as the value of maintaining reputation exceeds
costs saved by cutting quality. This requires a consumer to pay a premium for high quality
products.

In the models of Kreps and Wilson (1982) and Milgrom and Roberts (1982) [KWMR]
consumers experiment with different products. They entertain the possibility (however
small) that firms have an incentive to supply high quality even in a "one-shot" game but
cease purchasing if deceived about quality. Firms might then choose to supply high quality
to avoid being classified as low quality firms. This strategy is profitable if the value of the
reputation of being high quality exceeds the cost saving associated with deceiving
consumers about quality.

Unlike the Shapiro model, the [KWMR] theory does not rely on firms having an infinite
horizon. They still opt to supply high quality in periods preceding the terminal one to take
advantage of high quality demand. In the Shapiro model, since firms cheat in the terminal
period, they cheat in the penultimate period and therefore in the one before that; they
therefore always cheat unless horizons are infinite.

Reputation therefore plays an important role in rectifying market failures created by
asymmetric information. Financial services are no exception in this regard. Yet, there are
reasons why reputation may be less effective in financial services than in other industries.
Where firms handle clients' monies and assets, the losses that they can impose on investors
are large. They can steal principal payments as well as the returns that they are supposed
to earn for investors. Thus incentives to cheat are high, and few firms will have the
reputation required to deter it.
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Reliance on reputation may also create barriers to entry. Reputation takes time to acquire
and requires experimentation on the part of investors (Diamond (1989). Risk neutral or
risk averse investors whose wealth can be appropriated by dishonest firms are unlikely to
engage in experimentation. This suggests that a primary function of the regulator should
be to reinforce incentives created by reputation and to diminish barriers to entry that exist
in its absence.

In addition, the low prices that high quality firms charge in the Shapiro model may threaten
their viability and encourage fraud. 2 This is similar to the moral hazard and adverse
selection problems that high interest rates create in Stiglitz and Weiss's (1981) model on
bank lending. Finally, the incentives to cheat may increase as reputations improve. For
example it has been said that it was Johnson Matthey's strong reputation as a bank in the
U.K. that allowed its irregular activities to remain undetected for so long.

This last point acts as a reminder that financial services may not only be experience but
also credence goods whose quality is unobservable ex post as well as ex ante. Reputations
may therefore be inadequate to sustain good behaviour. Conversely, reputations are
vulnerable to incorrect assessments by markets; unless markets can perfectly evaluate
quality, firms may suffer from unwarranted loss of reputation. For these reasons,
reputation may have to be supplemented by regulation. The subsequent analysis adopts a
framework that encompasses monitoring by both regulatory authorities and markets.

In the next two sections, the paper considers the design and implementation of regulations.
Beyond screening, a regulator of a financial firm typically has powers to require it to hold
capital and to impose penalties (both civil and criminal). The next section considers the
appropriate balance between these forms of regulation.
See Franks and Mayer (1989) for evidence that fraud has often been a response to
financial crises.
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3. Regulatory design

The purpose of this section is to set out a framework for analysing the design of regulation,
i.e. the balance between capital requirements, penalties and quality control. The next
section deals with the implementation of regulation. It investigates the alternatives of
statutory or self-regulation.

We consider a market for financial services in which there are firms of varying quality x

e

(x, x + ). Quality relates to[ the ability of personnel, their work-leisure preference and
corporate organization. Quality affects the performance of firms as measured by their
profits 7r(x) where 7r' > 0 and 7r" < 0. However, instead of supplying services
honestly, firms can cheat investors and earn ird > 7 (x) for all x

E

(x, x + ). This higher

return is earned entirely at the expense of investors. Firms can earn a return (or a present
value of earnings) of V outside the industry.

Firms have capital of an amount C where 0 < C < C + (x) and C' + > 0. C + (x) is the
least upper bound on the capital of firms with quality x. It increases with x, reflecting the
greater value of high quality firms ceteris paribus. There is a uniform density of firms
below C + (x), between x and x +. In this context, capital refers to net worth of firms at
market value. It comprises not only the liquid and physical assets which are traditionally
included in capital measures but also the goodwill associated with reputation and industry
specific training. However, it excludes assets which cannot be appropriated by regulatory
authorities and whose value is not affected by expulsion from the industry. In other words,
the definition of capital that is relevant here is the sum of collateral provided by firms and
sunk costs.
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A regulatory framework is composed of a capital requirement (CR) and an ex post penalty
(U). The penalty could be a fine or imprisonment. It is presumed in this section that
misbehaviour is observed, so that if firms are caught, they incur the penalty and loose their
capital. However, there is a probability (1 - a) (0 < a < 1) that honest firms are deemed
to have misbehaved. This reflects possible misconceptions on the part of regulators and
investors about dishonesty in firms. For example, an annoucement by regulators that
enquiries are underway into the conduct of firms may in itself adversely affect public
perception of their quality. As a consequence, firms' reputation may suffer even where
inquiries subsequently fail to uncover evidence of misdemeanours. The problem of public
reaction to regulatory conduct is recognised in the area of banking where risk of runs can
be exacerbated by the intervention of regulators. That firms in financial services are also
worried about public perceptions is suggested by their reluctance to disclose internal
enquiries into employee fraud.

The converse problem of failure by the regulator to uncover fraud is not pursued here. It is
shown in the appendix that it can be offset by an increase in the penalty U, without altering
capital requirements. In other words, a change in probability of detection merely affects
the ex post penalty and not ex ante screening through capital.

In what follows we describe firms' behaviour and the way in which regulation affects the
set of active firms and their behaviour. The first condition determines which firms supply
honestly. Firms will not deviate provided the following incentive compatibility condition is
satisfied:

w (x)

ie

- (1 - a) (U + C)

r(x) > rd - a(U + C)

- (U + C)

IC
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In Figure 1, all firms to the right of (IC) supply honestly.

Assuming that they supply honestly (IC is satisfied), firms will decide to enter if and only
if:

7(x) - (1 - a) (U + C) > V

EE

All firms to the right of (EE) (and (IC)) in Figure 1 will decide to enter. EE assumes that
firms that are erroneously deemed to have misbehaved still earn a profit 7(x).

Next, we introduce the least upper bound on firms' capital (C ± (x)).

C < C + (x)

CC

This condition delineates the population of firms in the range [x,x 4 ]. It is shown as CC in
Figure 1.

The last condition relates to the case where the incentive compatibility condition is not
satisfied. Firms will then enter provided:

- (U + C) > V

ER

Firms below ER in Figure 1 (and to the left of IC) enter and cheat.

These four conditions describe the behaviour of firms for given parameters
(C+(x),V,U,aor(x),Td). The interplay between the various constraints can be described as
follows. The minimum quality (x*), which is consistent with both IC and EE, is associated
with a level of capital C*, such that:
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C* =Ird - U - V

(I)

Accordingly, x* = 7 -1 [(1 - a) Td + a V]

Since the level of capital associated with firms that are on the margin of entering and
deviating (from ER) is the same as the level of capital associated with x*, ER, IC and EE
have a unique common intersection (as shown in Figure 1). This level of capital increases
in Td and falls with V. At the same time, x* is increasing in Td and V and decreasing in
a (given that since 7d > 7(X), ad > V from EE).

The behaviour of firms in Figure 1 can be summarised as follows. As CC has been drawn,
there are no firms in the areas, A, B, C and D. However, if there were, firms in area A
would enter and cheat; firms in area B would cheat but choose not to enter; firms in area C
would behave honestly but would not have adequate incentive to enter; and firms in area D
would like to enter, and would behave. Firms in areas E and F enter and are honest.
Firms in areas G and H enter and cheat.

(INSERT FIGURE 1 HERE)

A capital requirement condition (CR) is now introduced. This states that:

C > CR

CR

It is shown as a dashed line in Figure 1.

The capital requirement prevents some firms in areas G and H in Figure 1, which would
otherwise cheat, from entering. However, some honest firms in area F are excluded.
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There is therefore a tradeoff between allowing dishonest firms to enter and excluding
honest firms. Define the width ac in Figure 1, corresponding to firms with capital CR, as
the quality width and bc, corresponding to quality levels over which firms do not cheat, as
the acceptable width. If equal weight is attributed to cheating and inappropriate exclusion
of firms, 3 CR will be set so that the acceptable width corresponding to that level of capital
is half the quality width. An increase in the ratio of the acceptable to quality width
reflecting either a steeper IC or CC schedule (for a given ER) reduces the optimum level of
CR. A reduction is the relation between quality and capital of either the population of
firms (a steeper CC schedule) or the acceptable sample of firms (a steeper IC schedule)
thus reduces the optimal capital requirement CR, for a given ER.

Furthermore, an upward shift of CC for a given set of IC, EE and ER schedules reduces
the ratio of the acceptable to the quality width and thus raises CR at the expense of
increased exclusion of honest firms. Conversely, as the penalty U falls, IC and ER shift
vertically upwards. From equation I and II, the intersection of IC and ER is also displaced
vertically upwards. As a result, the ratio of the acceptable to the quality width falls. CR is
therefore increased but by less than the fall in U. The tradeoff between exclusion of
dishonest and honest firms is thus assisted by the association of capital resources with firm
quality.

If the intersection, K, of EE and IC rises above CC, then minimum quality x* has to
increase. However, up to that point avoidance of cheating does not require a sacrifice of
low quality firms, in contrast to the results on regulation discussed previously. For the
remainder of this section, it is assumed that the optimum point of intersection falls on CC.,

The relative weighting of cheating and excessive exclusion depends on (a) the effects of
cheating on investment, (b) the distributional consequences of cheating and (c) the levels of
competition. Little insight is provided by explicit modelling of the social welfare function.
3

4 If there is an area D between CC and EC where the intersection of EE and IC meets
CC, then the optimal value of U may exceed that associated with this point.
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In what follows, we consider how the intersection, K, of ER, EE and IC is affected by
exogenous parameters.

(i) A decline in a

A reduction in a shifts EE to the right (to EE') reflecting the lower incentive to enter on
account of the higher risk of a random penalty (Figure 2). IC shifts up (to IC') because of
the reduced incentive to good behaviour as the incremental penalty over the random risk of
loss diminishes. From equations I and II, this is associated with a horizontal shift of the
intersection K to K'.

(INSERT FIGURE 2 HERE)

At the initial position K, the capital constraint on the population of firms is binding. As
the intersection between IC and EE is shifted to K', the capital constraint is relaxed. As a
result, the tradeoff between admitting honest and dishonest firms can be improved by
lowering U. This raises IC and EE and, from equations I and II, has the effect of shifting
their intersection vertically from K' to K". CR also rises since an upward shift of IC
reduces the ratio of acceptable to quality width, for any level of capital.

(ii) An increase in V

An increase in V raises the minimum quality of firms entering the industry (x* rises, see
equation II as EE shifts to EE' in Figure 3) and from equation I, U + C falls at the
intersection of IC and EE. However, the capital constraint is not binding and, as before,
the tradeoff between excluding honest and dishonest firms can be improved by lowering the
penalty U until K"' is reached. Again, the upward shift in IC raises CR.
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(INSERT FIGURE 3 HERE)

(iii) An increase in 7 d

An increase in 7d worsens the incentive compatibility condition (it shifts from IC to IC')
and elicits a higher penalty at the intersection of IC and EE (see equation I). As shown the
capital constraint is not satisfied at K". This can be avoided by raising U, thereby pushing
IC' and EE downwards and shifting the intersection from K" to K'". The IC
corresponding to K"' still lies above the initial IC, so that CR rises.

Table 1 summarizes the influences on regulatory design. The level of capital requirement
in relation to other penalties will be highest where (a) there is low precision in imposing
penalties on firms and (b) the opportunity cost of entering an industry is high. Both capital
and other penalties are high where the rewards to cheating are large. As previously noted,
capital requirements are also highest where there is a close correspondence of actual and
acceptable quality levels with capital.

Table 1 also reports the determinants of the minimum quality of honest firms and a
measure of the cost imposed on honest firms by the regulatory system. The cost is the
wedge between the returns that have to be offered to an honest firm to induce it to enter the
industry and the return that it can earn elsewhere. From EE this is equal to (1 - a) (U +
C), the expected value of the penalty that is incorrectly imposed on firms. Table 1 records
that greater imprecision in imposing penalties and greater incentives to cheat raise both the
minimum quality of honest firms and the cost imposed on honest firms. A higher
opportunity cost of entering the industry raises the minimum acceptable quality of firms
(because fewer honest firms want to enter) but reduces the cost of operating the system
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(because dishonest firms are also discouraged from entering). By allowing capital
requirements to be reduced at lower cost to quality, a weaker relation of quality to capital
reduces the cost of regulation, for given x*.

4. Statutory versus Self-Regulation

The previous section has noted a tradeoff between exclusion of honest firms and inclusion
of dishonest firms. Of course, more sophisticated legislation than that considered above
could be enacted that stipulates the class of firms to which minimum capital requirements
apply (i.e. x < x*), or imposes more severe penalties (U) on just this group of firms. But
legislation can only refer to verifiable parameters (see Hart and Moore (1989)) and many of
the determinants of quality (such as organisational structure and conduct of business) are
unlikely to be readily observable by third parties. The reason that statutory legislation is
limited in this way is that it has to adjudicate between conflicting interests of investors and
investment businesses.

On the one hand, it has already been noted that some investment services are credence
goods, whose quality cannot be readily established ex post. In that case, there is a risk of
rogue firms (in area G) escaping punishment. In response, investors may seek the
assistance of private auditors in policing investment businesses. On the other hand, as
agents of investors, auditors may be over-zealous in their pursuit of misdemeanours. They
may fabricate evidence, provoke too high a rate of prosecution or extract side payments
from firms wishing to avoid risks of public exposure.

A statutory system of legislation therefore has to strike a balance between the interests of
investors and firms. Rules have to be formulated regarding the conduct of both investment
businesses and those responsible for their monitoring and application have to be open to
judicial enquiry. Since these rules have to be observable by third parties, it is not possible
to make them a function of firm quality.
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This raises the question of whether there is a self-enforcing mechanism that has the desired
effect merely through the pursuit of self interest. Section 2 described models in which
conflicts between ex ante and ex post can be resolved through a desire to preserve
reputations. As an alternative to recourse to intertemporal considerations, cross-section
aggregation across firms may assist.

The idea is as follows. Suppose that there is a group of firms, called a club, that comprises
N identical honest members. Each member puts up the same capital C and agrees to the
following rules. New members will only be admitted if they too subscribe capital C. If
they cheat, they forego their capital and are subject to an additional penalty U. As before,
there is a probability (1 - a) that honest firms will be penalized (this risk being uncorrelated
across firms).

Investors can call upon the capital of other members of the club to supplement a shortfall in
the capital of any deviant member or a failure of the club to impose a full penalty U.5
Other members' capital thus provides coinsurance for the risk that inadequate capital is
required of new members or insufficient penalties are imposed on existing members.6

Does the club enforce its rules? Consider a two period model where firms apply for
membership in the first period and in the second period either provide services honestly or
cheat. If they cheat, then clubs may impose penalties. Consider first the second period
and suppose an existing member cheats. By imposing a penalty the club collectively loses
U + C. In contrast, if it fails to penalize, it loses up to aNC (granted that by assumption
s To provide clubs with appropriate incentives to discourage cheating, the cost to the club
of drawing on other members' capital has to be fractionally in excess of amounts raised.
The cost of administering the scheme may account for this.
In general, only partial insurance is provided. As shown below, to deter entry of
dishonest firms the capital that the club guarantees has to be merely in excess of Ord - V.
However, if all of a dishonest firm's profits are earned at the expense of investors then full
compensation requires the payment of rd.
6
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it anyway imposes a capital cost of expected value (1 - a) C on honest firms). Thus it will
respond to the incidence of cheating by imposing the appropriate penalty if (and only if),

U + C < aNC

(CI)

Now consider the first period and suppose a deviant firm has applied for membership.
Assuming (CI) and that there is no discounting, it is willing to pay up to Td - V - (U +
C) for the privilege of entry to the club. If U and C are set at such a level that ER is not
satisfied, then entry is discouraged. However, if the club fails to impose the full capital
requirement entry may occur. As before the club has to make good any shortfall up to
aNC but can be bribed unless

Ord - V < aNC

(CR)

From the ER condition, CR implies that there is an upper bound to the incentives to cheat
that the club can credibly correct through selection of members. Furthermore, from
equation I, conditions IC and EE, and the fact that 7r'(x) > 0, if CR is satisfied then CI is
satisfied over the relevant range of IC. In Figure 1, if ER < aNC then IC will be
implemented as well as entry of dishonest firms refused.

Thee strength of self-regulation comes from the fact that there is no requirement that IC or
ER conditions be verifiable by third parties. However, self-regulation is only effective for
a restricted class of problems. It is more effective the greater the capital that members
have invested in the club and which is at risk from deviant behaviour. Thus large clubs
containing firms of high repute will be able to police more serious crimes than small groups
of poorly established firms. The effectiveness of clubs is also undermined by the risk that
invested capital is involuntarily extinguished (low values of a).7
Essentially a shortfall of a below unity introduces discounting of future returns even in
the absence of an explicit discount factor.
7
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managers in genera] could be eliminated. That again is closer to the US system of
regulation and is reflected in the European Commission's proposal capital rules.

Turning to the form of regulation, the previous section concluded that self-regulation will
be feasible where potential investor losses are modest and where clubs containing several
firms with large amounts of invested capital can be formed. It is least suited to investor
protection where there is a serious risk of fraud and there are few well established firms. In
the case of the UK, self-regulation is therefore least suited to the case of the Financial
Intermediaries, Managers and Brokers Regulatory Association (FIMBRA) which draws its
membership from independent investment brokers, managers and advisers. It is much
better suited to the membership of the Investment Management Regulatory Organization
(IMRO) which mainly comprises investment managers that are part of larger companies.
Even in the case of IMRO, self-regulation would be less open to abuse if the possibility of
client losses could be diminished by separating client funds and the positions that firms take
on their own accounts.

Where investors are vulnerable to certain types of abuse then it may be possible to combine
self- and statutory regulation. For example, statutory legislation and public policing of
fraud and theft may be combined with self-regulation of negligence and incompetence. To
a certain extent this is already common place where personal indemnity insurance is used to
provide protection against negligence. There would appear to be considerable scope for
clubs to extend this function.

Furthermore, a greater degree of competition between clubs could be entertained if the risk
of self-regulatory organizations being captured by their members was diminished by public
policing of fraud. At one extreme, free entry of clubs could be permitted provided that
investors were aware of the quality of service being offered by members of a club (see Kay
and Vickers (1988)). Competition between clubs would not then be very different from
competition between firms.
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First, both the appropriate design and form of regulation are sensitive to the structure of the
industry. The financial sector undertakes a wide range of activities. Even leaving aside the
distinction between banking and non-banking to which reference was made in the
introduction, investment businesses differ in form, function and the risks that they pose to
investors. It is thus unlikely that the same type of regulation will be appropriate for all
investment businesses.

In particular, the parameters discussed in Section 3 differ markedly between firms. Firms
that merely provide advice to clients on how to invest their portfolios without directly
managing them pose comparatively few risks to investors. In comparison, firms that make
markets in stocks handle large amounts of money and securities. Their risks of default are
significantly diminished by holding capital. Thus investment advisers have relatively low
and market makers high values of

ir

d. From Table 1, market makers should therefore be

subject to more onerous capital requirements than investment advisers. Instead, greater
reliance should be placed on the imposition of other penalties (U) on investment advisers.
This is precisely the design of both EEC and US requirements: brokers and dealers are
required to hold quite substantial amounts of capital; investment advisers are not.

Secondly, it may be possible to structure firms in such a way as to facilitate the imposition
of certain regulatory systems. Investment managers that act on a discretionary basis can

put investors' assets at risk. However, if the assets and monies of clients are separated
from those of the firm and managed by a custodian then the risk of this occurring is
substantially diminished. Since there is a poor relation between the quality of investment
managers and the capital at their disposal (C' + (x) is high) (Franks and Mayer (1989) report
cases of where capital has been accumulated at the expense of clients), according to Table
1, investment managers should not be required to hold much capital. Furthermore, a
reduction in risks of fraud diminishes capital requirements. If investment managers were
required to separate clients' funds from their own then capital requirements on investment
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No attention has been given here to the dynamics of club formation or the equilibria that
will prevail if free entry of clubs is permitted. For example, the club's criteria for
selecting honest firms will only coincide with EE if the earnings of existing members are
unaffected by a new entrant i.e. the demand for the club's services is elastic. Otherwise,
the club will impose unduly demanding requirements on new entrants to ensure that
sufficiently large rents can be extracted to compensate for more intense competition. The
effect is similar to the club imposing a (shadow) increase in V in the EE condition; in terms
of Figure 3, the club wishes to raise quality to the equivalent of K' and does this by
increasing capital requirements from G to G", thereby excluding (honest) firms in the area
KK' K".

Of course, competition between clubs may help to avoid the imposition of unwarranted
barriers to entry. However, by reducing returns to honest members of a club, intensified
competition exacerbates risks of cheating (shifts IC out) and by reducing invested capital
(C) diminishes incentives on clubs to police effectively. Furthermore, the formation of
clubs is impeded by problems in the initial identification of the quality of firms (recall that
above it was simply assumed that the N initial members were honest). In practice,
therefore the development of clubs raises similar problems to reputation building by firms
and creates similar barriers to the entry of new clubs.8

5.. Financial regulation in practice

Considerable care is required in attempting to draw policy conclusions from a simple
model. However, the above analysis does suggest some relevant considerations.

s There are further questions associated with relaxing the assumption of homogeneous
members of a club. What happens when the quality of firms can vary and clubs can
initially contain both well established and unknown firms?
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Unfettered competition is not appropriate where externalities exist in the form of risks of
contagious failure. Harmonization of regulation is therefore still required for banks and
possibly brokers and dealers whose financial failure can have widespread consequences for
the operation of a financial system (see Mayer (1989a and b)). Elsewhere, attempts by the
European Commission to establish common minimum levels of protection over and above
the prevention of fraud are probably misguided. If investors are aware of the quality of
service being offered by members of a club and if there is no risk of clubs defaulting on
their obligation, countries or groups of firms within countries should be free to choose the
quality of service that they supply.

A hierarchical system of regulation therefore emerges with international organizations
being responsible for the coordination of regulation of systemic risks, national regulators
being concerned with the prevention of fraud and self-regulatory organizations correcting
negligence and incompetence. While this method of implementation is similar to that in the
UK, the appropriate design is closer to that of the US.

6.

Conclusions

This paper has investigated the design and implementation of financial regulation. It has
noted that the rationale for the regulation of financial services is different from that of
banks. Instead of systemic risks, market failures created by asymmetric information
between investors and firms lie at the heart of concerns about financial services. Investors
are unable to distinguish honest from dishonest, competent from incompetent and negligent
from conscientious firms.

Reputation provides some correction for imperfect information. But a distinctive feature of
financial services is the large penalty that misconduct by investment businesses can impose
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on investors. That risk creates a significant barrier to the entry of new firms.

Regulation of financial services is therefore in large part concerned with reducing barriers
to entry. It does this by extending the set of penalties that can be imposed on firms. Two
classes of incentives were considered: capital requirements and direct penalties. The
former has an advantage over the latter where there is a relation between the capital
available to a firm and its quality.

However, capital requirements that are unable to distinguish between firms' quality exclude
some honest firms. As a consequence, there is a tradeoff: capital requirements will be
more onerous where there is a close relation between capital and quality and where there is
less precision in imposing penalties.

The tradeoff reflects the limitations of statutory legislation. In resolving disputes between
investors and firms, legislation is restricted to activities and outcomes that are verifiable by
third parties. Quality of individuals and organizations may not fall into this category.

Instead, control may be best self administered. Self-regulatory organizations can be
granted powers to impose capital requirements and penalize deviant firms, if only by
expulsion from an industry. The question that self-administration raises is whether clubs
have adequate incentives to enforce capital requirement rules and impose penalties. The
paper suggests that such incentives do exist where firms have sufficient capital at stake, in
the form, for example, of industry specific assets and where benefits from cheating are
limited.

The implications of this paper for policy are that, (i) forms or regulation should differ
between classes of investment services (e.g. investment management and broking), (ii)
capital requirements should be limited in investment management where there is a poor
relation between capital and quality, (iii) possible abuses in investment management should
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be reduced through the separation of clients accounts to allow low capital requirements to
be imposed, (iv) there is more opportunity for self-regulation by well established firms
(such as members of IMRO rather than FIMBRA, in the UK) and (v) in the absence of
systemic risks, there is little justification for the harmonization of regulatory rules on clubs
whose quality can be identified. Competition between clubs may be an important way of
avoiding monopoly abuse.
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APPENDIX
The purpose of this appendix is to examine the effect of a failure to detect misbehaviour.
Let 15 denote the probability that a dishonest firm
is

is

caught and assume that no honest firm

wrongly penalised (a = 1).

The four conditions can then be rewritten as
T(x)  7 d - 13 (U +C)

IC

7 (x)  V

EE

C < C + (x)

CC

7 d - /3 (U + C) > V

ER

Since EE is independent of 13, there is a unique value at (x, C) such that EE and CC are
binding. Thus for IC and ER to intersect EE and CC at the same point

a (U + C) must be

constant. With C fixed
13/U

dU/d13 = ( - U + C+(x))/U

so that for C + > 0, a rise in (3 is offset by a more than proportional fall in U.
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TABLE 1 : SOME DETERMINANTS OF THE DESIGN OF FINANCIAL REGULATION

PARAMETER

U

C

R

x*

Cost of
regulation

Weaker relation of capital
resources to acceptable and
actual firm quality

Unchanged

Falls

Unchanged

Falls

Less precision in imposing
penalties

Falls

Rises

Rises

Rises

Better opportunities elsewhere

Falls

Rises

Rises

Falls

Greater rewards to cheating

Rises

Rises

Rises

Rises
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